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About This Game

An adventurous and curious water drop is trapped inside a house and needs your help to get back to the place she truly belongs
to; a nearby glistening river. Climb a pile of jars, squeeze yourself through pipes and manage to get past a fridge full of

stalactites without bursting. Use your wit to change from one state to another (liquid, solid and gas) surpassing every obstacle
thrown your way as the game’s difficulty increases.

Drop Alive combines all the right ingredients; entertainment, challenge, an exclusive soundtrack and the beauty and charm of
heartwarming, handmade illustrated scenarios, an experience both adults and children will forever enjoy and cherish.

Main Features

 Have fun as you navigate through 12 different levels, each with an aesthetic and peculiarity of its own!

 Original Drop Alive exclusive music. Delight yourself with a warm and fun soundtrack of over 10 themes!

 Collectables, Achievements, Cards and Full controller support.

 Alternate between 3 different states; liquid, solid and gas, to overcome every obstacle thrown your way.

 Leaderboards. Challenge your friends!

 Warning (as in "don’t say we didn’t warn you"): Do not, by any means, let this cute little fellow fool you. Drop Alive
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ain’t as easy as it seems.

 12 unique unlockable Skins!

Some of the skins you might find
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Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
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Invi Games
Publisher:
Ipsilon Developments
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It's not Sigma Team's best foray into gaming, but it's decent for a push defense game. The game isn't particularly challenging;
most of the difficulty is dependent on how patient you are. Prepare for quite a bit of grinding if you want to make the basic
units powerful enough to survive the last few levels. If you're all about push defense this game is for you, otherwise it'd be wise
to pass.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!

I regret big time buying this game, the driving is like driving an ice cube. The graphics not good at all on maxed specs. Same as
a Java game. Also not as fast as you think and is pure terrible, I regret big time buying this game,. Airport looks beautiful just
like in real life. However I don't recommend the investment if you don't have a good computer as your frames will be shredded.
Refunding as the looks and price aren't worth the trade off in performance. If you can handle a low frame approach and take
off, or have a top tier graphics card, then it could be worth a look. I run a Ryzen 7 1700 and gtx1060 6gb.. Developer is gone;
Project is dead. There are better options out there. Too bad, I was really excited for this and was really spreading the word to my
tRPG friends.. Played with a DK2 and It has some pretty surroundings in the cells but I though the gameplay was better in
Radial-G : Racing Revolved.. Well - content of this is explained pretty easy:

 Useless "prestige" trinkets (uses slot - does nothing)

 The standard charakter hats with candles attached - except for the elf,her's one thats looks at least a bit fancy

 Ingame \/ background music as .wav soundstracks

 A video how the animations got developed

 A drawn map of \u00fcberschreik (don't bother it, its not really connected to anyting ingame related imo)

 AND  - actually the only good thing - an vermintide artbook PDF with original scatches and mockups (which kind of
depresses me every time i give it a look due to the fact that fatshark missed so much content or implemented it a lot less
fancy :-[ )

Dont get me wrong - the main game is mostly good (i have almost 800 hours playtime atm)
but this DLC is just completely overpriced and pretty much useless. Great game, love the aesthetic that the game has. I have
not finished the game because I'm stuck yet I thoroughly enjoy. Some parts of it can be hard but its worth it when you
finally reach a new checkpoint.
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It's up there with Project Cars 2 when it comes to looks.
Raceroom looks and feels great but the best thing about this are the sounds.
It's like sitting in the real car.Turn up your sound when you play this.. This locomotive model, textures, everything about it is
nothing but appealing to me in every shape and form. The coaching stock that comes with it is of a great fit with the locomotive
itself, so are the Collett coaches. It's amazing to run these beauties along the network as its the only form of British high-speed
network I have currently. I look forward to purchasing more add-ons like this very one. Congratulations to all who contributed
to this locomotive's release onto the steam store.. Too broken. Controls are really bad and unresponsive. Cute graphics though..
This one was a little more annoying than some of the other Nancy Drew games, a little slower paced, but ultimately I enjoyed it.
Worth it if you get it on sale for cheap.. I just wish that there was an option to save after each round. I rarely have time to
commit an hour for a game like this. And so far I've only played on the easiest map. There's no telling if the harder maps take
longer.
And to prevent people from just loading a game after they fail, make the game delete the save file after one death.
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